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• Narrative essence is a concrete low-dimensional representation 
of the latent property of the atoms that is most informative ab-
out the narrative structure 

• A neural network-based feature extractor can be learned from 
data using noise contrastive estimation (InfoNCE)

• Decomposition of a story into atoms and narrative structure 
• Atoms can be words, images, music tracks, etc. 
• Narrative structure is any meaningful arrangement of the atoms 
• A collection of atoms, to-

gether with a meaningful 
arrangement (narrative 
structure) is a story 

• Narrative information of 
an atom is its mutual infor-
mation with the narrative 
structure
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• Using a genetic algorithm, we can di-
scover narrative prototypes in the data 

• A prototypical story can be induced 
into a music album by ordering it such 
that its narrative essence shape mat-
ches one of the prototypical shapes 
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2 Narrative Essence32

A strong narrative is induced into any collection of media simply by putting it in a specific order.33

By doing that, we can start with our story with bang, or slowly build up excitement. We can place34

a climax at a certain position, and end on a high or a low note. Or something in between. There35

are intrinsic properties of each atom that determine its function—and thus also its placement—in36

a narrative. This insight leads to our formulation of narrative essence: it is a low-dimensional37

representation of the latent property of the items that is most informative about the narrative.38

Formally, we define as narrative essence fE(x) of atom x, generated by a feature extractor fE , as the39

feature which maximizes mutual information between the unordered set of features of the atoms in a40

collection c and the correct order o(c) of c:41

fE = argmax
f

I
(
{f(x)|x ∈ c}; o(c)

)
. (1)

In other words, narrative essence is the intrinsic feature of each atom that, if we know it for every42

atom in a collection, allows us to best predict the correct order of the collection.43

Learning Narrative Essence from Data If we have a dataset of collections of a certain kind of44

media, we can use it to learn the narrative essence extractor fE . For that, we use noise contrastive45

estimation [8]—specifically, a modification of InfoNCE [20]. The idea is the following: we give each46

item in a collection to a learnable feature extractor fθ, a neural network with parameters θ. A second47

learnable function gφ, a recurrent neural network with parameters φ, takes a sequence s of features as48

input and produces a scalar score gφ(s). If gφ receives a sequence in the correct ground-truth order,49

s∗ = (fθ(x1), fθ(x2), fθ(x3), ...), it should produce a high score. For randomly ordered sequences,50

it should produce a low score. gφ can only achieve this if (1) the correct orders of the collections in51

our dataset have some property that distinguishes them from random orders, and (2) fθ learns some52

atom-wise feature that lets gφ recognize this property. It can be achieved by training feature extractor53

fθ and sequence model gφ jointly to minimize the loss54

LN = −ES∼D

[
log

gφ(s∗)∑
s∈S gφ(s)

]
, (2)

where D is the dataset of collections with a ground truth order, and S is a set of N sequences that55

includes the correctly ordered sequence s∗. The other N − 1 sequences in S are random permutations56

of s∗. The extracted features should be normalized across the sequence so that gφ considers the57

relative, and not the absolute value the extracted feature.58

In analogy to van den Oord et al. [20], it can be shown that minimizing LN maximizes a lower59

bound on the mutual information between the atom-wise features extracted by fθ and the order of the60

collection:61

I
(
{fθ(x)|x ∈ c}; o(c)

)
≥ log(N)− LN. (3)

Additional details are provided in Appendix F. Formulating narrative essence as we have done here62

enables a general and sound quantitative approach for determining whether collections of a particular63

type follow any narrative principles and the features of this narrative.64

3 Experiments on Music Albums65 Table 1: Mutual Information (in
bits) on the FMA validation set for
different dimensionalities of narra-
tive essence. Results are from five
runs.

Features Mutual Information
1 1.924± 0.0296
2 1.936± 0.0183
4 1.957± 0.0217
8 1.950± 0.0216
16 1.975± 0.0150

In this section, we empirically investigate the notion of narrative66

essence using the example of music albums. We selected the67

FMA dataset [4] as it is—at the time of writing—the largest68

open dataset that includes raw audio files.69

While in principle, very sophisticated and specialized feature70

extraction architectures could be used for fθ, in our experiments,71

we restrict ourselves to relatively simple and computationally72

cheap methods. Each track is represented by features commonly73

used in music information retrieval that come pre-computed74

with the available dataset. These features form a sequence of75

75 vectors of size 7 (for more details, see Appendix F.1). This76
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